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Synopsis  
This book examines the challenges often experienced by film practitioners who find 
themselves researching within the academy, either as students or academics. In light of 
this the author presents her own journey from practitioner to researcher as a lens. Her 
practice- based research has been a quest to «revision” memories, by creating filmic 
images that elicit memory and remembering. In so doing she has used a range of 
platforms: multi- screen video installation, still- framing the moving image and remixing 
found footage. Central to this research has been the importance of family storytelling and 
sharing, the relationship of the visual and memory, the agency of nostalgia and the role of 
aura, particularly evident in the re-appropriating of super 8 home movies into a variety of 
forms. Important to this is has been the relationship of the viewer and the viewed, in 
particular the role of an immersive environment of viewing  

Chap. 1 Beginnings  
• I had two main purposes in mind when writing this book. On one hand I wanted to 

discuss and share my journey toward becoming a filmmak-ing researcher, and on 
the other (and as equally important) I wanted to explore and share my practice of 
passion, which has been devoted to cre-ating images that are a response to my 
main research question:  

• How does a filmmaker create images that elicit memories in a viewer?  
• Firstly, my audience is practitioners (particularly filmmakers because that’s what I 

know best) who find themselves working in the academy and are either afraid or 
skeptical of having their creative work count as research.  



.They often fear the tag “People who can do people who can’t teach.” artistic researchers 
who enthusiastically pursue their practice in close compliance with traditional scholarly 
research models  
or non-arts objectives may alienate themselves from their identity as an artist. They may 
be left with a feeling that such work is stuck between a rock and a hard place; it is neither 
valued by wider audiences nor by research communities.  
Also, I am writing for students approaching practice-based, post-graduate 
research and who may feel that denser texts are more difficult to navigate and would find a 
personal story useful and reassuring.  
I want to share my creative work with other practitioners and academics who are also 
involved in mem-ory work or who use memories as a focus of their practice.  

Ch. 2 My Research Journey  
• When practitioners come to research, they are faced with the difficult decision of how to 
choose a methodology that best suits them and their research. Coming from practice into a 
research environment, they often need to see the nexus between their present practice-
based knowledge and the academy and the relevance each has to the other. I would like 
to chronicle this journey for you and attempt to articulate how I came upon my research 
methodology and how it has proved useful for myself and hope-fully may be of use for 
fellow practice-based researchers. This journey will take me back to how I came to devise 
a methodology and how this has progressed to me being an advocate of such 
methodologies as a suitable paradigm for practice-based research. I will lead you through 
the beginnings from my discovery of these methodologies to the adoption of these 
practices into my own research. I will then move on to discuss what is meant by 
filmmaking research and how the definition of this has evolved through critical debate by 
researchers as to the definitions of research related to practice. I will conclude with a 
suggested way forward for aspiring filmmaker researchers  

What I was looking for was a way of writing that allowed the voice of the “I” to emerge. 
The “I” is thus a meeting point between the most formal and highly abstract concepts and 
the most immediate and intense emotion  
Critical autoethnography  
I’ve had to forge a way that would allow me to continue developing my practice that I loved 
and also maintain the university’s need for me to be actively publishing.  
It is this pursuit that forms the heart of this book What is practice based research? 
 
Tips for starting out researchers  

Ch. 3 Thematic Concentrations: My Research World  
•In her article “A “logical” explanation of screen production as method- led 
research”,1Susan Kerrigan suggests that in order for filmmaking as research to be truly 
successful, researchers need to address areas such as ontology, epistemology, 



methodology and methods. With such an understanding, practitioners will then ensure that 
the filmmaking practice is academically rigorous and has full integrity. In order to do this, it 
is necessary for the researcher to delve into the self to discover and articulate why they 
have chosen a particular question which will then lead to their decisions on methodology 
and methods. “Without unpacking these assumptions and clarifying them, no one 
(including ourselves!) can really divine what our research has been or what it is now 
saying”2(p. 17).?  

Such a process helps us to determine what methods and methodologies we will use in our 
research and why they are important. 
It also requires justification and unpacking of the research question, which 
inherently begs the question of our assumptions about the reality that we bring with us into 
the project.  
How should readers understand and gauge the research we are doing and why should 
they take it seriously?  
Researchers then need to examine a range of methodologies offered in the social 
sciences, such as ethnography, narrative inquiry, reflective practice, autoethnography, 
phenomenology and many others.  
Once this has been settled on, then the methods that will be used to explore the questions 
need to be defined.  
What form of filmmaking will best achieve this? Documentary? Small and large 
experimental video art? Fiction? Short and long mobile interactive  

My research interest areas 
1. Memory and the Visual  
2. Memory studies  
3. Autobiographical memory  
4. Nostalgia  
5. Super 8 Film  
6. Home Movies  
7. Family Stories  
8. Family photographs  

Chap. 4 :Roses Stories : PhD  



 

 

This chapter explores my PhD work, which was practice-based and consisted of a four-
screen video installation and an accompanying exegesis titled Roses’ stories: revisioning 
memories. This process developed the enduring research question, “How can a filmmaker 
revision memories, to elicit remembering and storytelling in the viewer?” This project drew 
on the stories of the author’s grandmother that were revisioned in four ways to create the 
installation. This chapter elaborates on the content of the project which includes a 
storytelling screen, a home-movie screen, a television screen and a digital photo album. 
The exegesis as well as methods and methodology were also discussed in this chapter.  

Chap. 5 Video installation and the agency of the viewer  



 

Video installation as a medium offers filmmakers a means to explore non-linear 
approaches to filmmaking that break away from more traditional viewing and presentation 
of film that has linear storytelling at its core.  
This medium offers viewers new forms of experience. 
The viewer can be likened to a flâneur, as featured in Walter Benjamin’s Arcades, but 
whom is imbue with particular qualities.  
The author draws on actor network theory to 
investigate this new relationship between the viewer and the viewed and suggest that 
video installation 
can help create a new balance of power, where the viewer can become meaning-maker 
rather than merely a meaning-taker as can happen when images are viewed in an 
immersive environment.  
Dancing with Mrs Dale  

Chap. 6 Creating the still Frame  



 

This chapter concentrates on the next development in my research—creating still frames 
from found Super 8 home movies.  
The still frame can offer a different reading from the moving image or the photograph and 
can provide a potent medium for eliciting remembering.  
This chapter suggests that this can be achieved through the agency of aura that these 
images create and the immersive environment in which they are viewed. 
Aura in this context, is created by a combination of the physical properties inherent in 
Super 8 film, the nostalgia of the very intimate subject matter of the home movies used 
and the immersive environment in which they are viewed.  
To illustrate this, the chapter looks at two of my exhibitions using still frames  

Chap 7 : Remixed Memories  



 

 

Super 8 home movies have lost much of the personal and emotive qualities that they once 
had and by rescreening and reusing them filmmakers hope to regain their emotional value.  
This chapter explores the concept of remixing found footage from experimental Super 8 
artists, Jasper Rigole, Derek Jarman, Peter Forgacs with anonymous home movies shot in 
the 1970s, to create a new work that offers a greater aura through this remixing.  
Selected sequences are layered together to create evocative images imbued with 
nostalgia and reverie. The layering helps to create compelling, auratic images that 
promote contemplation and elicit storytelling. The remix displaces us in time and space 
and breaks out of any narrative pattern  


